Introduction

24
Navigation in a stable environment is based on allothetic or idiothetic memory, or both. How-25 ever, these two kinds of memory are brought into a conflict when relevant and irrelevant In what follows our proposed analysis method is first introduced and then applied to a data 114 set in order to demonstrate that it can successfully identify stereotypical types of behaviour 115 in the data. The observed differences in behaviour between treated and untreated animals 116 are then compared with standard analysis results to make sure that the results are consistent.
117
This is followed by a discussion of the results and future work perspectives. Finally, a detailed 118 description of our proposed method is presented.
119
Results
120
We propose a new analysis method for the active place avoidance experiments which focuses 121 on identifying stereotypical behavioural patterns of animals. Our method is based on seg- were subjected to affects their behaviour.
159
Classification of trajectory motifs
160
The recorded trajectories (120 in total) for each animal and session were segmented (Mate-161 rials and Methods) resulting in 6,237 trajectory segments. A set of 11 features (Table 1) because having a smaller number of dimensions is always desirable to avoid over-fitting,
188
= 6 was adopted here. For the target number of clusters = 6 was adopted since there is no 189 appreciable increase in the maximum correlation between clusters between = 5 and =
190
6, which suggests that = 5 contains one cluster that can be separated into two and that
191
= 6 is the more natural choice. (Table 2 ).
210
Class 3: movement opposite to the shock sector
211
Paths focused on the extreme opposite of the shock sector. Class 5: passive until shock sector, longer paths 216 Similar to class 2 but producing longer paths. Animals sit mostly in one position, frequently 217 completing a full revolution that starts and ends at the shock area (Table 2 ).
218
Class 6: movement inwards and to the centre of the arena
219
Animals move inwards and explore the more central parts of the arena. beforehand and no manual labelling of data is necessary.
258
As a case study the new method presented here was applied to a data set consisting of to be avoided in the place avoidance task) have to be defined. This problem is minimised to 290 some degree here by using a larger pool of features and a feature extraction method in the 291 form of PCA. This is done to reduce the dimensionality of the data set and to find a reduced 292 set of most relevant features that can account for most of the data variability. Nevertheless, 
Materials and methods
306
Experimental setup
307
The experiments using the Active Place Avoidance Test were conducted at the Nencki In- 
318
Figure 5. The Active Place Avoidance setup. Animals are placed on top of an elevated arena which is slowly rotating (1 revolution per minute). They can move freely around the arena but need to learn to avoid the shocks, which are delivered on sector, which is fixed according to the distal room cues. If they enter sector to be avoided, a short lasting low current pulse is delivered to their paws and repeated with a delay until they leave this sector. The position of the animals is tracked with LEDs 1 and 2, and a top-mounted camera.
Five recording sessions of 20 min each with a fixed shock sector (in the room coordinates) 319 were performed over a set of five consecutive days. This was followed by a test trial five days 320 later where the shock sector was not active. For the trials with an active shock sector animals clustering algorithm which made use of a partial set of labelled data to constrain the cluster-345 ing algorithm and to map clusters to one of the predefined classes of behaviour.
346
In the present work, data analysis was also based on a classification of trajectory segments 347 into different stereotypical types of behaviour, however, classes of behaviour were not prede-348 fined. Also, no labelling of data of any kind was performed, that is, the classification performed 349 here was completely unsupervised.
350
The analysis done here consisted of the following steps: The main focus of our analysis was to understand how the strategies of animals for avoid- exceeded 0.6 rad/s. Segments shorter than 5 seconds were discarded in further analysis.
375
The two segmentation steps are shown schematically in Figure 6 . From the original 120 376 trajectories, 1,741 segments were generated after the first segmentation step and 6,237 after 377 the second. Other statistics of the two segmentation steps can be seen in Table 3 . . Two-step segmentation of the trajectories. In the first step trajectories are split into segments containing only the parts of the paths not falling inside the shock sector. In the second step, sudden changes in the angular speed (middle plots) are taken as the delimiting points of the segments. The 11 features computed for each trajectory segment were not used directly for clustering 418 the data. This is because in a high dimensional vector space the distance between elements 419 tends to be very similar, making it difficult to find meaningful clusters (Aggarwal et al., 2001 ).
420
In order to overcome this problem without having to explicitly select a small subset of features, 
438
Since no labelled data was used here our method is in practice completely unsupervised. K-means results are usually non-deterministic because of the use of random initial conditions.
448
Number of principal components and target number of clusters
449
One of the difficulties in using a clustering algorithm is choosing the appropriate target num- Multi-factor testing of variance was done using a Friedman test (Siegel, 1956 ), a nonparamet-466 ric test that is well suited for data that is not normally distributed. The Friedman test is also a 467 matched test, and can control for experimental variability among subjects. In our case the 468 same animals were analysed over multiple sessions, which show a gradual change in be- 
